1. **YOUR BLADE, SOONER.**
You own the blade. A no-brainer right? Well, some companies swap your blade with whatever they have in stock to make it easy on them. We get your blade back to you in as little as 3-5 days.

2. **$0 ANNUAL INSPECTION.**
On the anniversary of your knife’s repair or purchase, we’ll send a gentle reminder requesting you send your knife in for a complimentary annual inspection.

3. **A REAL GEM DIAMOND.**
Natural Diamonds are amazing. We never substitute for man-made or yellow diamonds. Don’t settle for inferior substitutions.

4. **WE KNOW WHAT’S UP.**
ANY BRAND, ANY STYLE, we can fix it. Diamatrix has been the leader in diamond knives since 1993, we know what we are doing.

5. **ICE, ICE, BABY**
If there is a problem, Yo, we’ll solve it! We’re all professionals here. We promise to do whatever we can to make sure you are happy with our service, every time!